To read all news, go [here](https://www.hms.harvard.edu/news).

**Got a Match?**

Hard work paid off for HMS students who learned last week where they will train during their residencies.

[More »](#)

---

**Circuit Breaker**

HMS scientists have determined how a gene linked to one common form of autism works in a specific population of brain cells to impair sociability.

[More »](#)

---

**Unintended Consequences**

Studies show how unconscious bias contributes to poorer health care and increased risk of diseases over a lifetime.

[More »](#)

---

**Featured Events**

- **03.22.17** [Equity and Social Justice Series: Violence and its impact on our community](#)
  Bldg. C, Cannon Rm., 4 p.m.

- **03.23.17** [Contemporary Authors in Bioethics: David Jones "Broken Hearts"](#)
  TMEC, Rm. 227, 4:30 p.m.

**Full Calendar**

- [Awards and Recognitions](#)
- [Dean’s Blog](#)
- [Harvard Medicine magazine](#)
- [Paper Chase](#)
- [Harvard Health Publications](#)

---

**77-Year Streak**

Despite a major snowstorm last week, Soma Weiss Student Research Day took place after all, showcasing students’ research.

---
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